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Global Startup Ecosystem Enhancement Project
2019 Budget Requested 3.00 billion yen (2.40 billion yen)
Details of Project

Image of Project

Aim/Outline of Project

 To realize Society5.0, startup companies contributing to innovation are

an importance presence. However, there are still very few unicorn
companies that are born in Japan (companies exceeding 1 billion dollars
in market capitalization less than 10 years old since their founding).
Around the world, startup ecosystem competition is intensifying
between countries and regions such as not only the mecca of innovation
Silicon Valley, but only France which is advancing into various countries
under the slogan “French Tech”, Israel which is called the “Silicon Valley
of the Middle East” and China’s Shenzhen which is comparable to
Silicon Valley.

 Moving forward, the urgent task would be to strengthen the startup

ecosystem (mechanism which spontaneously and continuously produces
entrepreneurs, startup ventures, and innovation ventures capable of
producing impact globally to enhance the international competitive
strength of Japan in the fourth industrial revolution, and create startup
ventures that can win in the world one after the other.

(1) Support to J-Startup companies overseas

• Support J-Startup companies, etc. in their participation in overseas

startup events, as well as continuously provide support according to
needs in hubs installed in Japan and 10 countries, (matching and
mentoring, etc. of local networks). At that time, work with overseas
companies and startups, to further enhance global startup ecosystems.

(2) Support to J-Startup companies in Japan

• To construct the system for providing thorough support to J-Startup

•

 In this project, the need of companies participating in J-Startup will be

accurately identified, and support suitable for each phase provided to
promote their growth into unicorn companies. In addition, in the aim to
create unicorn companies, support will also be provided to foster
innovators capable of global activities, and quantify manufacturing
related startup companies, in order to strengthen the layer of players
serving as the infrastructure of the startup ecosystem.
*J-Startup is an endeavor where the government and private sector jointly provide
intensive support to startup companies capable of global activities.

•

companies, etc. form a “J-Startup” consortium where VCs and support
organizations in Japan, local municipals, and universities/research
organizations work together and construct a system which allows handson support of strategic PR and marketing, etc.
In particular, carry out projects together with business operators to
support the quantification, design, and trial production related to
manufacturing, Japan’s strength, and support manufacturing related JStartup companies, etc.
For startup companies aiming to resolve social issues around the world,
identify the areas where Japan can demonstrate its superiority, as well
as consistently support the formation of local rules and creation of
business, to accelerate innovation in SDGs areas.

(3) Strengthening the infrastructure of startup ecosystems

Achievement goal

• Foster innovators who can build globally active business models

（１）By 2023, create 20 non-listed companies (unicorn companies) with
market capitalization of more than 1 billion dollars or listed companies
that are less than 10 years old since their founding as of the beginning
of 2018 (including those that have not been established ).

•

（２）Aim to support 300 overseas expansion endeavors.
Conditions (Subject, target action, subsidy rate, etc.)
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from the start of the startup, and reinforce the startup ecosystem
infrastructure.
Carry out surveys for promoting the use of various policies and
measuring effects, to establish the environment for promoting the
growth of startup companies.

Private
companies,
etc.

Private companies, etc.
Subsidy
（10/10）

Private
organizations
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Private
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Innovation Promotion Project for Accelerating AI Chip Development
2019 Budget Requested

1.78 billion yen (0.80 billion yen)

Details of Project

Image of Project

Aim/Outline of Project
 To efficiently process the rapidly increasing information with the
arrival of the IoT society, the importance of edge computing for
processing main information at the edge of the network is
talked about. In edge computing, high performance AI chips is
indispensable for realizing compact and energy-saving AI
processing.

Ideas related to AI chip
Business

 Amongst Japanese venture companies, there exist innovation

seeds for creating new businesses such as the accumulation of
chip technology, etc. However, in order to develop AI chips that
are competitive, there is a need for information on both the
software and hardware, as well as costly design tools and
verification machines, etc.These pose as high hurdles in the
development of AI chips and their commercialization.

 This project aims to put to practical application ideas on AI

chips of private companies, etc. by providing the development
environment for design tools required for development,
common infrastructure technologies developed by universities
and research organizations, information and knowhow, etc.
required ofr development, to accelerate the development of AI
chips by private companies, etc. and realize innovation.

（Proof of Concept）
Trial production

Private companies
including ventures and
small and medium
companies in Japan

Design tool
verification
machine

・Design tool
・Verification device
・Design knowhow, etc.

Information/knowhow
fundamental technologies
Development of common platform technologies by
universities and research organizations, etc.,
provision of achievements to private companies,
etc.

① Development towards the practical application of ideas for AI chips

Achievement goal

 This 5-year project from 2018 to 2022 aims at more than 50%
practical application rate for technologies developed by private
companies, etc.

Conditions (Subject, target action, subsidy rate, etc.)
①Subsidy（2/3・1/2）

Grant
Govern
ment

Completion of AI chip
prototype

PoC gap

Private
companies, etc.

NEDO

②Subcontract

Universities/
research
organizations,
etc.

• To embody the ideas of private companies, etc., develop AI chips for
practical application using the design tools and verification devices, etc.
developed in this project.
②Development of environment required for the development of AI
chip and development of common infrastructure technology
• Establish the development environment required for the development of
AI chip, and provide to private companies, etc.
• Develop infrastructure technologies contributing to the development of
highly functional AI chips and provide to private companies, etc.
• Provide the information and knowhow required for the development of AI
chip to private companies, etc., and foster personnel with these skills.

